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September 22, 2018 

To, 

Dear Customers, 

There are approx 1600 units of corrugated box manufacturing in Industries of 

Gujarat. Mostly these are in Morbi, Rajkot, Ahmedabad, Mehsana, 

Himmatnagar, Surat, Vadodara, Kutch and Vapi-Daman. They fulfill all 

requirements of packaging boxes of all types of Industries in Gujarat from past 

many years.  

Gujarat corrugated manufacturers association active from last 46 years. And 

their main motto is to provide technical knowledge to their all members. They 

arranged seminars, exhibitions   and always stand for helping in any difficulties 

of corrugated box’s Industries. In Gujarat there are 520 members.  

These industries produced 24 lakh MT boxes per year in Gujarat and creating 

Rs.9000 crore turnovers yearly. And by providing 1.5 lakh employments, it gives 

their significance contribution in National Development. 

Recently in 04 months periods there is a high shortage and pendency in raw 

material (Kraft paper) of corrugated box manufacturing requirements.20 to 

25days taken in delivery of goods. Result in that the corrugators could not supply 

the boxes to customers timely. And in between Kraft paper rates are increased 

by Rs.3.50/- to Rs.4.0/- per kg, with this transportation cost, labour cost and 

energy cost also highly increased in last ten months. It fill like that burned person 

more hurt.  

Reasons of delayed in obtaining Kraft paper and rate increments seem like that 

Imported waste & local waste rates are increased. Expect that in last six months 

there is Kraft paper export ratio also increased by Indian paper mills cause to 

difficulties in getting Kraft paper for local corrugators and could not get goods 

timely. 

Corrugated Box Industries is a service industry. This industry providing/fulfill 

good qualities materials, reasonable rates goods timely to their customers.  

In recent time these industry bare losses because of many problems. Our 

association request to all customer friends that in these reverse situations give 
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your affordable cooperation to us. So that raw materials drastic rate increments 

will not be suffer to us. 

We hope this. 

Thanks. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

President  

Prahlad Patel 


